INFORMATION AND CONSENSE TO TE DATA PROCESSING. NOTICE PURSUANT TO THE D.LGS.
196/2003
1. Aims and methods of processing data

Under the art. 13 of the D.Lgs. 30 June 2003, n.196 ("Code for the protection of the personal
data"), we inform you that the personal data given when accepting the general agreement
conditions for the supply provided by the Trattoria La Scoglier l will be registered by the legal
representative or a charged person, on paper, electronical and/or technological and/or telematics
supports protected and processed in order to guarantee the security and privacy respecting the
disposition of the Code only for the aims of the service supplied.

If you subscribe and sign at the bottom of the following information you express
your agreement to use your personal data to: a) inherent to the institutional, such
as entrepreneurial, activities of Trattoria La Scogliera, b) strictly linked to the
supply of the Service, c) analysis of the satisfaction level, of the marketing
communication, even interactive, and the send of advertising materials,
promotional and sell of products and services bounded and/or checked by linked
societies.

2. Data communication
The data given will not be communicated to anyone, except for relied physical

and legal
persons, that provides any elaborative and organizational services for the society,
such as complementary, instrumental or of support business.

3. Right under the art. 7.
We inform you that you can excercise whenever you want, the rights under the art. 7 and following
del D.Lgs. n. 196/2003, by means of a simple request to the Owner of the processing data.

4. Identification of the Owner.
The owner of the data is Trattoria La Scogliera. The updated list with the names of the responsible
of the processing data are kept in the offices of the company.

5. Compulsory and optional characteristics of the assignment of the data and the
consequence of a refusal to answer.

The concense to the data processing for the aims told in the previous letters a), b)
and c) is optional and the eventual refusal has got no consequences. In case of
denial, the given data will be used only for the aims inherent to the supply of the
Service such as fulfill the laws request, national and comunitary.
To receive all the information here follows the entire art. 7 of the D.Lgs 196/2003.

Art. 7 of the D. Lgs. N. 196/2003 "Right to access the personal data and other rights"
1. The person concerned has the right to obtain the confirmation of the existence of his/her
personal data, even if not already registered, and their communication in anintelligible

form.

2. The person concerned has the right to obtain information about: a) the origin of the personal
data; b) the aims and the modality of the processing method; c) the logic applied in case of
data processing done by electronical tools; d) the identification of the manager,
the responsible and the representative elected by the article 5 comma 2; e) the
subjects and categories of subjects to whom the personal data could have been
communicated or with which subjects and categories of subjects could have come
in touch as representative in the National territory, of responsible or charged.
3. The person concerned has the right to obtain: a)the updating, rettification, such as the
integration of data; b) the cancellation, transformation in an anonymous form or the stop of the

that must not be kept, in relation to
the aims of the reason why the data have been collected or treated; c) the
attestation that the operation of the letters a) and b) have been told even to the
people to which the data have been communicated or spread, except the case in
which the impediments impossible or is too complicated in comparison to
protected right.
4. The person concerned has the right to oppose entirely or in part for: a) legal reasons to the
data processing concerning him, although relevant to the aim of the data collection; b) the
treatment of personal data concerning him with the objective of sending the
advertising material or for the direct sell or for market research or marketing
communication.
processed data in violation of the law, included those

